Purpose

Need
East of Interstate I-25, Colfax Avenue is one of the
highest traveled east-west transportaon routes.
During the peak hours, some intersecons exceed
capacity causing trac congeson and travel delay.
The number of person-trips in the East Colfax Corridor
is expected to increase 20% - 30% by 2035, making the
need to address mobility for all modes of
transportaon crical to improving safety, livability,
long-term economic viability, and mobility, in a scally
sustainable manner for exisng and future users in the
study area.

Colfax Corridor Connecons is a study of potenal long-term mobility
improvements along the East Colfax Corridor. The study will idenfy and
provide a package of mul-modal transportaon improvements over the
next 25 years in the study area that:
Meet current and future person-trip demand
Help migate congeson
Improve mobility, connecvity, safety, accessibility, & economic viability
Encourage a shi of auto trips to alternave modes
Interact seamlessly, eciently, and safely with other transportaon
corridors, systems, and modes in a scally sustainable manner

Why Enhanced Transit on Colfax?
DEMAND: Colfax Avenue has the highest bus ridership of all RTD routes with
nearly 7 million annual boardings - over 22,000 per weekday.
ACCESS/DESTINATIONS: Provides access to nearly 280,000 jobs while serving
Downtown, Auraria Campus, Anschutz Medical Campus, and nearly 50 schools.

CONNECTIONS: Provides access to 3 RTD rail staons and 16 current bus routes

Courtesy: U.S. National Archives and Records Administration

with a key direct connecon to Civic Center Staon.

TIME SAVINGS: Enhanced Transit can save up to 12 minutes of travel me from
Anschutz to Auraria.

RESIDENTS: Over 53,000 households and 107,000 people are located within the
study area.

SAFETY: Enhanced Transit improves safety through improved lighng, ADA ramps,
shelters, and security features.

INVESTMENT: Enhanced Transit increases investment by aracng new
residenal and commercial development.
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Stay Involved
For more informaon about this project and to
stay involved in the public outreach process,
please go to the following web address:

WWW.COLFAXCORRIDORCONNECTIONS.COM
Mail
City and County of Denver
Public Works - Department 509
201 W. Colfax
Denver, CO 80202

Schedule
Alternaves Analysis

Summer-Fall 2014

Environmental Analysis +
Conceptual Engineering

Fall 2014 - Spring 2016

Final Design

TBD - Contingent upon funding

WE ARE HERE

Why is This Project Needed?

Evaluation Process
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BRT Locally Preferred Alternative
Project Definition
Branded service with low-floor articulated buses the 10-mile length of the corridor.
Five-minute peak-period headways the entire length of the 10-mile corridor.
Twenty enhanced passenger stations throughout the corridor with real-time passenger information, off-vehicle ticketing,
and other passenger amenities.
Stops will consist of curb extensions where appropriate (primarily in current bus stop location with minimal parking loss)
and on-sidewalk curbside enhancements where curb extensions are not appropriate.
Exclusive lanes (replacing general purpose lanes) during peak periods between Broadway (and the Civic Center Station)
in downtown Denver and Syracuse Street in east Denver, a distance of 4.7 miles. Exclusive lanes would continue to allow
right-turns for autos and would also allow crossing for parking adjacent to the lanes.
Transit Signal Priority at intersections along corridor.
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Study Boundary

Extent of BRT Operations (Continues as local service outside of study area)
Proposed BRT Stop Location
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BRT Locally Preferred Alternative
What will BRT on Colfax potentially look like?
1
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is an enhanced transit opon that
features upgraded vehicles, enhanced staons and
operates in a dedicated transit lane (buses only) for all or
part of its trip. Potenal vehicle upgrades include
recognizable/branded vehicles as well as low-oor and
mul-door boarding features that make it easier and faster for all
riders, especially those with special needs, to get on and o.
Enhanced staon amenies would feature real-me passenger
informaon, o-bus ckeng, shelter and safety improvements.
The proposed BRT system on Colfax would replace the RTD Route
15L bus services with a more aracve and reliable service that
operates every ve minutes. The BRT would also operate in
conjuncon with the exisng RTD Route 15 connuing to provide
local bus service.

(Broadway to
Syracuse)
Exclusive lanes would be bus-only weekdays from 6-9am and 4-7pm.

Peak Period Exclusive Lane

2

3

Overhead Signage

Bulbouts

Flashing during AM/PM rush hours - Right turns permied all day.

Wider sidewalks and plaorms allow buses to stay in line with exclusive lane for faster boarding.
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Before

This BRT graphic is meant to demonstrate amenities and vehicles that are recommended for future
implementation. It does not represent actual BRT stop design, Colfax cross-section design, or
vehicles. Design for stops and selection of BRT vehicles will occur at a future stage of the project.

Real Time Next Bus Displays
Provides passengers with real me informaon about when the next bus will arrive.
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5
This image is only meant to demonstrate potenal BRT operaons on a street similar to Colfax Ave. This is not Colfax Ave.

Parking
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After
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BRT buses with branding unique to Colfax and instantly recognizable as premium service. The
buses will be arculated for increased capacity and have mulple boarding doors with low oors.

Allows passengers to purchase bus ckets/passes at the stop to speed up boarding me (i.e.
Travel Time).
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New Branded BRT Buses

Off-board Ticketing Machines
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The vast majority of on-street parking will be preserved.
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This image is only meant to demonstrate potenal BRT operaons on a street similar to Colfax Ave. This is not Colfax Ave.
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Bike Racks
Provides passengers with last/rst mile opportunity to ride and park their bike at the BRT stop.

Enhanced Curb Height (Where Feasible)
Allows for near-level boarding - making it easier and more convenient for ADA accessibility
and speeds up boarding me.
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Transit Signal Priority

Safety

Shelters/Seating

Provides more me for buses/vehicles to travel through intersecon.

Improved lighng and addion of security cameras at stops.

Provides shelter from various elements and seang for passengers waing for bus.

Optical Detector

Emitter

BRT Locally Preferred Alternative
By The Numbers

RIDERSHIP

COST

Daily Transit Ridership
Alternaves + Background Service

Capital Cost

Operating Cost

Cost includes stop construcon, vehicle purchase, and transit-way improvements

Cost includes operaon of vehicles, maintenance, salaries, and other
administrave costs

Up To

Replaces 15L Service
Maintains 15 Service

50,000

$125-$135 M

$21-$25 M

ECONOMIC IMPACT

Daily Person-Trips
Transit Boardings + Auto Person-Trips

Up To

83,000

Potential Economic Impact
Sources: case studies from peer cies, local developer interviews, inventory of
development potenal, economic modeling, and review by CCD OED

TRAVEL TIME
Conceptual Capital Cost

BRT Saves:

(Property Value)

End-to-end Travel Time Change

10+ min

2035 Economic Growth due
to Transit Alternative

$125-$135 M

$125 - 346 million

Conceptual cost esmate in current 2015 dollars
subject to change based on future design

BRT Locally Preferred Alternative
Vehicles, Stop Amenities, and Stop Locations
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Study Boundary

Potential BRT Vehicle

Extent of BRT Operations (Continues as local service outside of study area)

These images are meant to demonstrate possible BRT vehicles.
Selection of BRT vehicle would happen at a future stage.
Las Vegas MAX BRT

Proposed BRT Stop Location

Improved boarding with multiple boarding doors
and low floors.
Stylized buses that carry more passengers
and can run on alt. fuels or hybrid technology.
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Improves service reliability by providing
priority for BRT vehicles at intersections.
Branded buses.

Las Vegas MAX BRT

Potential BRT Stop Amenities

Fort Collins MAX BRT

This BRT stop graphic is meant to demonstrate amenities that are
recommended for future implementation. It does not represent actual BRT
stop design. Design for stops will occur at a future stage of the project.

Branded buses.
Increased curb height to better
facilitate faster boarding.
Off-board ticketing machines allows for
faster service and all-door boarding.
Exclusive lanes during peak hours.
Stations/Stops with improved rider amenities
including shelters and safety improvements.
Real-time next bus displays.

Vancouver, WA BRT Concept

Twenty Eastbound/Westbound
Stops
90% of Stops utilize current 15L
Stops
Two Stops are proposed to move

Bus Rapid Transit: How It Impacts Corridor
Traffic
9

Traffic Analysis used two separate types of
models
•
•

9
9
9

FOCUS travel demand model for traffic
growth and ridership forecasting
VISSIM / Synchro capacity analysis models
for more specific intersection analysis

FOCUS results provided input for more
detailed intersection analysis
Extensive VISSIM micro-simulation model
evaluated very specific intersection
operations along Colfax
Select intersections along adjacent corridors
were evaluated in Synchro to identify
diversion impacts and potential operation
improvements

Traffic Analysis found:
9
9
9
9

Congestion is an issue today and will get
worse in the future with or without the
project
Traffic diversion occurs today and will get
worse in the future with or without the
project
Some shift from autos to transit due to
improved travel times and convenience
BRT increases person-trip capacity by up
to 25%

TRAFFIC
What we know

Congestion occurs today and will get worse in the future with or without the
project
Traffic diversion occurs today and will get worse in the future with or without the
project
Some shift from autos to transit due to improved travel times and convenience
BRT increases person-trip capacity by up to 25%

TRAFFIC
What we know

Identified corridors for
further evaluation and
potential operational
improvements:
Colorado Ave.
13th/14th Ave.
Monaco Pkwy.
Others (Where Feasible)

TRAFFIC
Potential Operational Improvements within Right-of-Way
Traffic Signal Optimization
Improvements could include re-timing,
phase calibration, and peak period
adjustments.

Place Dot Here

New and/or lengthened
turn lanes/pockets
Extension of current turn lanes or addition
of new turn lanes to accommodate turn
movement demand.

Place Dot Here

Minimal capacity
improvements through
re-striping or minor
curb/gutter relocation (all
within ROW)
Could include receiving lanes, re-striping
of intersections, and partial removal of
parking near intersections.

Place Dot Here
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YOUR COMMENTS
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Rachael.Bronson@denvergov.org
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15L Improvements
9 Short-term opportunity to improve transit on Colfax while
still working toward long-term goal of implementing BRT
9 RTD received grant funds to implement short-term
improvements to 15L route from Broadway to Potomac
9 Improvements will include:
• Increased security and safety (cameras and lighting)
• Curb extensions and queue bypass lanes where feasible
• New shelters
9 All improvements are designed to be complementary to BRT
project (no throw-away).

Key environmental issues and findings
Resource Area

Key finding

Historic

Reviewing impact on visual context

Hazardous materials

Hazmat present and will be evaluated
during construction

Environmental Justice

Positive benefits (better service)

Air quality

Likely positive benefits (reduction in
VMT)

Energy

Likely positive benefits (reduction in
VMT)

Noise

Minimal impacts anticipated

Water quality

Drainage will accommodate historic flows

Cumulative/indirect impacts

Improvements to all modes and
improved connectivity

Transportation systems

See traffic boards

Where do we go from here?

